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we have added an appealing array of natural-
sounding violin instruments to this new
instrument. some of these instruments are
specifically designed for composers or
producers who want to create music for film
and television. others are designed for
musicians who want to produce their own
compositions or arrangements. orchestral is
an excellent product for composers, music
producers, engineers, sound designers and
musicians, as it provides you with a huge
amount of musical instruments that allows you
to create your own sounds. virtuoso os comes
with pre-installed orchestral play. with a click
of a mouse, you can play or mix up to six
different parts, or you can play a combination
of up to six instruments. be it classical, jazz,
rock, or a combination of both, virtuoso os has
you covered. and whether you are a beginner
or a seasoned pro, virtuoso os is simple to use
and quick to learn. just put on your
headphones, plug the virtual keyboard into
your computer's audio interface, and start
your music! and now, its easier than ever to
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add some orchestral ambience or to lay down
a rock vocal. there is a whole world of music
right at your fingertips. virtuoso os is the
perfect tool for realising your music dreams.
as an added bonus, we also included a free
midi player (windows only). you can now play
your own midi files, all in your favourite
orchestral ensemble, on any instrument (or
any vst instrument for that matter). take all
the time you need to practice. no other player
can match the simple and intelligent
implementation of virtuoso os you can
combine multiple virtual orchestras, or use
different sounds simultaneously. you can even
use the "quantized" edition. this is a full
editing and quantizing version. you can even
mix your own orchestral parts, and then re-
use them in multiple tracks at the same time.
and when you lay down the final track, the
orchestral playlist automatically saves for you.
so now its really easy to save your own
orchestral parts to be used in future tracks.
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